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Abstract
Commodity operating system (OS) kernels, such as Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD, are susceptible to numerous security vulnerabilities. Their monolithic design gives successful attackers complete access to all application data and system resources. Shielding systems such as InkTag, Haven, and Virtual Ghost protect sensitive application data from compromised OS kernels. However, such systems are still vulnerable to side-channel attacks. Worse yet, compromised OS kernels can leverage their control over privileged hardware state to exacerbate existing side channels; recent work has shown that a compromised OS kernel can steal entire documents via side channels.

This paper presents defenses against page table and last-level cache (LLC) side-channel attacks launched by a compromised OS kernel. Our page table defenses restrict the OS kernel’s ability to read and write page table pages and defend against page allocation attacks, and our LLC defenses utilize the Intel Cache Allocation Technology along with memory isolation primitives. We prototype our solution in a system we call Apparition, building on an optimized version of Virtual Ghost. Our evaluation shows that our side-channel defenses add 1% to 18% (with up to 86% for one application) overhead to the optimized Virtual Ghost (relative to the native kernel) on real-world applications.

1 Introduction
Bugs in commodity operating system (OS) kernels, such as Windows [60], Mac OS X [64], Linux [15], and FreeBSD [54], render them vulnerable to security attacks such as buffer overflows and information leaks. Furthermore, their monolithic architecture provides high performance but poor protection: a single vulnerability may give an attacker control over the entire OS kernel, allowing the attacker to steal and corrupt any data on the system. To reduce the size of the trusted computing base (TCB) on commodity systems, software solutions (such as InkTag [40] and Virtual Ghost [26]) and hardware solutions (such as Intel SGX [42], ARM TrustZone [11], and Haven [12]) prevent the OS kernel from reading and corrupting application data.

Despite these protections, attackers can steal application data using side-channel attacks that exploit shared hardware resources [38] or interactions between application code and the OS kernel [73]. Worse yet, a compromised OS kernel can exacerbate these side channels by manipulating software state, e.g., via CPU scheduling, and by configuring privileged hardware resources, e.g., the processor’s interrupt timer and memory management unit (MMU) [38, 73]. Shielding systems must mitigate side-channel attacks if they are to protect the confidentiality of application data.

In this paper, we present methods to defend against page table and last-level cache (LLC) side-channel attacks launched by a compromised OS kernel. Our methods require no changes to existing processors. A malicious OS kernel may infer victims’ memory access patterns and in turn recover secret information via tracing page table updates or page faults, or measuring the victims’ cache usage patterns [43, 52, 63, 73]. To eliminate page table side channels, our key insight is that trusted software should prevent the OS kernel from reading or manipulating page table entries (PTEs) for memory holding application secrets. To thwart LLC side-channel attacks, we leverage Intel’s Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [4] in concert with techniques that prevent physical memory sharing.

Since our solution must prevent physical memory sharing, control configuration of the Intel CAT feature, and prevent reading and writing of page table pages, we implement our solution by enhancing Virtual Ghost. Virtual Ghost [26] already controls an OS kernel’s access to page tables and to privileged hardware registers. It also provides private memory in which an application can store sensitive information and prevents
sharing of physical memory containing application secrets. As Virtual Ghost is based on Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [28], we can combine our solution with other security policies enforced by SVA (such as memory safety [27, 28]). Our solution does not change the Virtual Ghost paravirtualization interface and therefore requires no changes to existing SVA software and hardware.

We prototype our changes in a new version of Virtual Ghost dubbed Apparition. Apparition is optimized relative to the original Virtual Ghost by using Intel Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) [4] to reduce software fault isolation (SFI) overheads and by eliminating serializing instructions (which reduce instruction-level parallelism) added by the original Virtual Ghost to control page table access.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

- We show that using MPX for SFI and eliminating serializing instructions when accessing page table pages improves performance by up to 2× relative to the original Virtual Ghost.
- We design, implement, and evaluate a defense against page table side-channel attacks in Apparition that leverages Apparition’s control over the page table pages.
- We show how Apparition’s control over privileged hardware state can partition the LLC to defeat cache side-channel attacks. Our defense combines Intel’s CAT feature [4] (which cannot securely partition the cache by itself) with existing memory protections from Virtual Ghost [26] to prevent applications from sharing cache lines with other applications or the OS kernel.
- We present a design that eliminates side-channel attacks that infer code memory accesses by controlling interrupt, trap, and system call dispatch, context switching, and native code generation.
- We evaluate the performance of Apparition, study the sources of its overheads, and compare it to the performance of Virtual Ghost enhanced with our new optimizations. Using native FreeBSD as the baseline, we find that Apparition adds 1% to 18% overhead to this version of Virtual Ghost on the real-world applications we tested except for one real-world program that experiences up to 86% additional overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our attack model. Section 3 provides background on memory management side channels along with potential/possible attacks. Section 4 provides background on Virtual Ghost and explains how we improved its performance. Section 5 describes the design of our mitigations against page table and cache-based side-channel attacks, and Section 6 discusses how our work mitigates some of the recent speculative execution side-channel attacks. Section 7 describes our prototype implementation. Section 8 presents the results of our experimental evaluation. Section 9 discusses related work, and Section 10 summarizes our contributions.

2 Attack Model

Our attack model assumes a strong attacker that controls the OS kernel and wishes to steal application data. Due to defenses like Virtual Ghost [26], this attacker cannot directly read application memory. We assume that the application and the libraries that it uses are part of the TCB for that application’s security policy; that the application author has taken measures to ensure that the application and its libraries are safe from direct attack, e.g., by using security hardening tools [33, 56] or type-safe programming languages, and that the application and its libraries protect themselves from Iago attacks [17] by distrustingly return values from the OS. We also assume that the attacker cannot gain physical access to the machine. Under such conditions, side-channel attacks become attractive.

We assume that the attacker will attempt to use side channels, either via a malicious user-space process or via malicious code within the OS kernel itself. We focus on page table side-channel [63, 73] and LLC side channel [13, 43, 52, 76, 79] attacks launched by software because of their practicality. These side channels may leak information on the program’s accesses to data and/or code memory. Speculative execution side channels are outside our attack model’s scope, but we discuss how our system can mitigate some of the Meltdown [49] and Spectre [46] side channels in Section 6. Side-channel attacks launched by hardware are outside the scope of our attack model.

3 Side-Channel Attacks

Side-channel attacks exploit implicit information flows within modern processors [36–38, 43, 52, 58, 63, 69, 73] to steal sensitive application data. The memory management side channels fall into two categories: ones resulting from shared architectural states and ones due to the OS’s control of memory management.

Modern systems share architectural states across processes, including translation lookaside buffers (TLBs), translation caches, CPU caches, memory controllers, memory channels, DIMMs, and DRAM ranks and banks. The shared state allows one process to indirectly infer another process’s behavior without direct access to the vic-
tim process’s data. Observing which code or data a victim process accesses allows attackers to infer protected application data [37, 38, 58, 69].

A compromised OS can leverage its complete control over privileged processor state to create additional side channels. For example, the OS can steal a victim process’s secret information by tracing page faults, page table updates, and cache activities [38, 73]. It can control system events to alleviate noise and use a side channel to steal an application’s secret data with a single execution of the victim’s code [38, 63, 73].

Systems that protect applications from the OS kernel like Virtual Ghost [26], Overshadow [20], InkTag [40], and Haven [12] do not mitigate these side channels; the architectural states are still shared among processes, and the OS kernel has access to or even controls the page table on these systems. In this section, we explain the page table [63, 73], LLC [43, 52], and instruction tracing [73] side-channel attacks that Apparition mitigates.

3.1 Page Table Side Channels

Commodity OS kernels can configure page tables, intercept and process page faults, and query the virtual address causing a page fault [15, 54, 60, 64]. With these abilities, a compromised OS can monitor which virtual addresses a victim process accesses and, with knowledge of the application’s source code, infer its secret information [73]. Recent research [63, 73] shows that a compromised OS can use its ability to configure the page table to launch page fault side-channel attacks to acquire sensitive application data protected by Intel SGX [23, 42]. The attack is powerful enough to steal a document and outlines of JPEG images from a single execution of applications protected by InkTag [40] and Haven [12].

More specifically, the OS kernel can use the methods below to infer information about an application’s memory access patterns via the virtual-to-physical address translation mechanism:

**Swapping** If the OS kernel cannot directly modify the PTEs for pages containing private application data, it can indirectly mark the pages inaccessible if the shielding system provides the OS with a mechanism to swap pages out and back in. The OS can use the mechanism to swap a page out and then infer the memory access patterns of applications by monitoring when the shielding system requests the OS to swap the page back in. Systems such as InkTag [40] and Virtual Ghost [26] provide mechanisms for swapping that prevent direct data theft via encryption but do not mitigate swapping side channels.

**Reading PTEs** If the OS kernel cannot modify PTEs and cannot swap out pages, it can still infer an application’s memory access patterns by reading PTEs as the application executes. Many processors set a dirty bit in the PTE when they write to a page. Processors may also set an accessed bit when they read from or write to a page. By continually examining PTEs, the OS can learn when an application first reads from and writes to various memory locations [67]. On multi-processor and multi-core systems, the compromised OS can scan the page tables (which reside in memory) on one core while the application executes on another core.

**Inferring Caching of Translations** A compromised OS can potentially infer a victim’s memory access patterns using PRIME+PROBE [8–10, 38, 58, 66, 78] and FLUSH+RELOAD [13,76,79] cache side-channel attacks on caches holding virtual-to-physical address translations. Processors cache virtual-to-physical address translations in TLBs [3,4], on-chip translation caches [4,14], and CPU caches in the memory hierarchy [2,3]. If a compromised OS can use the same virtual-to-physical translation caches as the application or determine if a PTE is already cached in the processor’s memory caches, it can infer information on whether the application has used that page.

We observe that successfully mitigating page table side channels requires protecting both the **confidentiality** and **integrity** of virtual-to-physical address translations.

3.2 Cache Side Channels

Cache side-channel attacks infer secret data by measuring the cache usage patterns of the victim [36–38,43,52,58,76,79]. Two common cache side-channel attacks are PRIME+PROBE [58] and FLUSH+RELOAD [76], both of which can be applied on private caches [58] and shared LLC [43,52].

The PRIME+PROBE attack [58] fills the monitored cache set with its own cache lines, busy-waits for a set time, and measures the time it takes to access its cache lines again. A longer access time indicates that the attacker’s cache line has been evicted by a victim’s access to data mapping to the same cache set. The FLUSH+RELOAD attack [76] is a variant of the PRIME+PROBE attack that relies on the victim and the attacker sharing pages containing target cache lines. Page sharing is common for shared libraries. The attacker first flushes the target cache line e.g., with the clflush instruction, busy-waits for a set time, and measures the time it takes to access the target cache line. A shorter access time indicates that the victim has already reloaded this target cache line.

LLC side-channel attacks can achieve a high attack resolution without requiring the attacker and the victim to share the same core [52]. Cache partitioning [35,44,
can mitigate cache side channels by preventing the attacker from evicting the victim’s cache lines. However, existing work assumes an unprivileged user-space attacker [70, 71, 80] or a virtual machine attacking its neighbors [35, 44, 50, 61, 80] and relies on privileged code to configure and manage the partitioning.

These defenses are ineffective against a compromised OS kernel. A compromised OS kernel can assign the same page color to the attacker and the victim or configure the hardware so that the attacker and the victim share the same cache partition. The OS kernel could even launch cache side-channel attacks itself. Therefore, our cache partitioning defenses must prevent malicious privileged code from manipulating cache partitions as well as from sharing partitions with protected applications.

### 3.3 Instruction Tracing Side Channels

We have so far presented side-channel attacks that attempt to infer data memory accesses. However, the instruction sequence executed by a program may also leak information about application secrets if there is a control dependence on data that the application wishes to keep secret i.e., an implicit flow [32]. A compromised OS could exploit side channels to trace instruction execution in a number of ways. If the shielding system neglects to hide an application’s saved program counter when an interrupt, trap, or system call occurs, the OS could configure the processor timer to mimic single-step execution [38] and read the program counter as each instruction is executed. If that is not possible, the OS could use a page fault or cache side-channel attack on application code memory instead of (or in addition to) application data memory. Previous work has used page fault side channels [73] to infer when instructions are executed and, from that, to infer secret data from an application.

### 4 Virtual Ghost Improvements

Apparition extends Virtual Ghost. As Figure 1 shows, Virtual Ghost [26] is a compiler-based virtual machine, built from SVA [28], interposed between the software stack and the hardware. We present Virtual Ghost’s design and then describe two performance improvements we made to Virtual Ghost that are present in Apparition.

#### 4.1 Design

The OS kernel on a Virtual Ghost system is compiled to a virtual instruction set (V-ISA) [26]. The Virtual Ghost Virtual Machine translates virtual instructions to the native instruction set (N-ISA) for execution. Virtual Ghost can sign and cache native code translations to provide ahead-of-time compilation, or it can translate code at system install time, boot time, or just-in-time. Virtual Ghost forces all OS kernel code to be in V-ISA form. Application code can be in either V-ISA or N-ISA form.

The V-ISA consists of two sets of instructions [26]. The SVA-Core instructions are based on the LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) [47], which uses static single assignment (SSA) form [30] to enable efficient static analysis of code. However, the original LLVM IR cannot support a complete OS kernel, so SVA provides a second set of instructions, SVA-OS [29], which allows the OS kernel to configure privileged hardware state, e.g., the MMU, and manipulate program state, e.g., context switching. The SVA V-ISA enables Virtual Ghost [26] to use compiler techniques to enforce security policies. Virtual Ghost can add run-time checks while translating code from the V-ISA to the N-ISA; the SVA-OS instructions can help enforce security policies by restricting hardware configuration and state manipulation.

Via compiler instrumentation and run-time checks, Virtual Ghost can provide applications with the functionality they need to protect themselves from a compromised OS kernel [26]. One such feature is ghost memory. For each process, Virtual Ghost divides the virtual address space into four regions as Figure 2 depicts. There is user-space memory that an application and the OS kernel can use to communicate; both can read and modify it. There is also kernel memory, which the OS kernel can read and write. Unlike existing systems, Virtual Ghost prevents user-space memory and kernel memory from being executable; they do not contain executable native code. Virtual Ghost adds a new ghost memory region that only the application can read and modify and can therefore use to hold sensitive data. Finally, there is the Virtual Ghost VM memory region in which Virtual Ghost stores its own data structures, the native code translations it creates for V-ISA code, and the code segments of N-ISA application code. Pages containing native code are mapped as execute-only while all other Virtual Ghost VM memory regions are inaccessible to applications and the kernel.

With these features, programmers can write ghosting applications for Virtual Ghost systems that actively protect themselves from the OS kernel: applications can
store all their data and encryption keys inside ghost memory to prevent theft and tampering, and they can use encryption and digital signatures to maintain data confidentiality and integrity when sending data into or receiving data from the operating system’s I/O systems [26]. Since Virtual Ghost generates all the native code that is executed on the system [26], it can place that code into the Virtual Ghost VM memory and protect its integrity from both the OS kernel and errant applications.

Virtual Ghost employs SFI [68] to protect the confidentiality and integrity of ghost memory and Virtual Ghost VM memory [26]. It adds a set of bit-masking and predicated instructions before every load and store within the OS code to ensure that every pointer used in a load or store operation points into either user- or kernel-space memory. Additionally, by placing interrupted program state in the Virtual Ghost VM memory during interrupt, trap, and system call dispatch, Virtual Ghost can protect saved processor state using SFI. However, as Virtual Ghost allows the OS kernel to read page tables, it does not place them in Virtual Ghost VM memory. Instead, it maps page table pages as read-only memory by the OS and makes the OS use SV A-OS instructions to modify them, thereby preserving the integrity of the page table pages. Finally, Virtual Ghost employs control flow integrity (CFI) [7] to ensure that the SFI instrumentation is not bypassed.

We have enhanced the performance of Virtual Ghost with two new optimizations, which we include in Apparition. First, our prototype uses the Intel MPX bounds checking instructions [4] to implement faster SFI. Second, we refactored how Virtual Ghost protects page table pages to reduce the number of serializing instructions.

4.2 Intel Memory Protection Extensions

Intel’s MPX [4] was originally designed to accelerate memory safety enforcement via hardware support. MPX enhances the processor with four bounds registers, each of which maintains the lower and upper bounds of a single memory object. Bounds checking instructions check a virtual address against either the lower or upper bound of the specified bounds register and generate a trap if the virtual address does not reside within the bounds.

Virtual Ghost uses SFI to ensure that the kernel does not access ghost memory and VM memory regions while allowing access to user- and kernel-memory regions. To implement SFI using MPX, we treat the combined user- and kernel-space regions as a single large memory object; the Virtual Ghost VM can then replace SFI’s bit-masking and predicated instructions before every load and store within the kernel with MPX bounds checking instructions.

One challenge with efficiently using MPX is that the user- and kernel-memory regions are not contiguous. Furthermore, since their current placement enables the compiler to use more efficient addressing modes on x86-64, moving them to make them contiguous could negatively impact performance.

To address this issue, each run-time check before a load or store first subtracts the length of user-space memory (denoted gstart) from the address that is to be checked. This makes the user- and kernel-space regions appear contiguous (as Figure 3 shows). MPX bounds checks can then be used by setting the base and bound registers to the remapped values of the start of kernel-space and the end of user-space memory. If the access is outside of kernel and user space, the processor generates a trap into the Virtual Ghost VM which handles the out-of-bounds error.

4.3 SV A Internal Direct Map

A direct map is a range of virtual pages that are mapped to consecutive physical addresses, i.e., the first page to the first physical frame of memory, the second page to the second physical frame, and so forth. With a strategically placed direct map, an OS kernel can quickly find a virtual address mapped to a specific physical address by applying a simple bitwise OR operation to the physical address [15]. Operating systems such as Linux and FreeBSD use the direct map to write to page table pages. Since Virtual Ghost must control how the processor’s MMU is configured [26], it originally mapped page table pages in the OS kernel’s direct map for read-only access, and when an SVA-OS instruction needed to update the page tables, it temporarily cleared the x86 CR0.WP bit to disable the MMU’s enforcement of write protection, thereby allowing the Virtual Ghost VM to modify the page table.

We have found that this method incurs significant overhead as flipping CR0.WP is a serializing operation that interferes with instruction-level parallelism [4]. This caused Virtual Ghost’s page table updates to be much
slower than those of a conventional OS kernel, decreasing the speed of process creation and termination, demand paging, and the execution of new programs.

Apparition eliminates the need for modifying CR0.WP by placing a direct map of physical memory within the Virtual Ghost VM memory that provides write access to all physical frames, including page table pages. When Virtual Ghost needs to update a PTE, it simply modifies the entry via its internal direct map instead of flipping CR0.WP to toggle the write protection on the OS kernel’s direct map. Since this internal direct map is within Virtual Ghost VM memory, the existing SFI mechanism prevents the OS kernel from altering it.

5 Side-Channel Mitigations

We now present our design for mitigating page table, LLC, and instruction tracing side-channel attacks.

5.1 Page Table Side Channels

To mitigate the page table side-channel attacks described in Section 3.1, a system must protect both the confidentiality and integrity of the page table pages. Apparition must therefore enforce several restrictions.

Page Table Restrictions Apparition must prevent the OS from modifying PTEs that map ghost memory. Otherwise, the OS can unmap ghost memory to track the program’s memory accesses via page faults. Likewise, Apparition must ensure that page frames used for ghost memory are not mapped into virtual memory regions that the OS can access; Virtual Ghost already enforces these constraints [26].

Apparition must additionally prevent the OS from reading PTEs (and therefore the corresponding page table pages) that map ghost memory. This prevents the OS from observing updates to PTEs caused by ghost memory allocation, deallocation, and swapping and from inferring information when the processor sets the accessed or dirty bits in PTEs for ghost memory.

To enforce these restrictions, we exploit the hierarchical, tree-like structure of x86 page tables. Virtual Ghost allows the OS kernel to directly read all PTEs but forces the kernel to modify PTEs with the sva_update_mapping() SVA-OS instruction [26]. This ensures that the OS does not gain access to ghost memory by altering the page table. Apparition disables all OS accesses to the subtree of the page table that maps ghost memory by removing read/write permission to the page table pages in this subtree from the OS’s direct map; only the Apparition MMU instructions can read and write PTEs mapping ghost memory via the new SVA internal direct map described in Section 4.3. This ensures the integrity and confidentiality of ghost memory.

Swapping Apparition’s ghost memory swapping instructions must prevent the OS from selecting which ghost memory pages to swap out and in. Instead, the secure swap-out instruction should randomly select a page to encrypt and swap out. The secure swap-in instruction should swap in all the pages that have been swapped out for that process (as opposed to swapping in a single page). This prevents the OS from learning which pages the process accesses. However, it also restricts the size of any single application’s ghost memory to a fraction of physical memory; otherwise, it may be impossible to swap in all swapped-out ghost pages, causing the process to fail to make forward progress. Since the OS retains control over user-space memory, it should swap that memory out first before swapping out ghost memory; swapping out user-space memory imposes no restrictions on the OS.

5.2 Page Allocation Side Channels

By protecting the confidentiality and integrity of page table pages, our Apparition design protects applications from side channels that flow through the page table pages. However, in addition to these protections, our Apparition design must ensure that the application does not leak information through its ghost memory allocation behavior. Otherwise, a compromised OS can use this new side channel in lieu of existing page table side channels.

Virtual Ghost [26] requires the OS to provide a callback function that the Virtual Ghost VM can use to request physical frames from the OS kernel. This design decouples resource management from protection: the OS decides how much physical memory each process uses while Virtual Ghost protects the integrity and confidentiality of the memory. However, Virtual Ghost imposes no restrictions on when the Virtual Ghost VM requests physical memory from the OS. As a result, a compromised OS kernel can use the physical memory callback like a paging side channel. For example, if the Virtual Ghost VM lazily maps physical memory to ghost virtual addresses on demand and requests a single memory frame from the OS when it needs to map a ghost page, then the OS can infer the application’s paging behavior.

To mitigate this side channel, in Apparition we disable demand paging on ghost memory. By doing so, we convert this side channel into a memory allocation side channel from which the OS can only infer memory allocation size; this leaks much less information about an application’s secret data. To the best of our knowledge, no existing work exploits such memory allocation side
channels. To obfuscate the memory allocation size information, we redesign the physical memory allocation callback and impose new restrictions on how Apparition uses it. Table 1 shows the new design. The Apparition VM calls `allocmem()` to request a specified number of frames and `freemem()` to free frames. In our design, the Apparition VM will request a random number of frames from the OS when it needs more physical memory; these frames will be stored within an internal cache of free frames that it can use to fulfill ghost memory requests. When the internal cache of free frames becomes sufficiently large, the Apparition VM will return frames to the OS so that they can be used for other purposes. This design obscures ghost memory allocation patterns from the OS while still giving the OS some control over how much physical memory is used for ghost memory across all processes running on the system. We can create Apparition VM APIs for applications to disable these two protections if the application is not concerned about page allocation side-channel attacks.

5.3 Code Translation Side Channels

As Section 3.3 explains, attackers can use side channels on code memory accesses in addition to data memory accesses. Since Virtual Ghost places native code translations and N-ISA application code into Virtual Ghost VM memory [26], Apparition’s page table (Section 5.1) and page allocation (Section 5.2) defenses eliminate code memory side channels. However, for V-ISA applications, Apparition must translate V-ISA code to N-ISA code without creating new side channels. When the OS loads an application in memory for execution, it loads the V-ISA code into either user-space or kernel-space memory and then asks Apparition to verify the integrity of the code and to create the native code for the application in Virtual Ghost VM memory. Apparition must ensure that its accesses to the V-ISA code do not leak information about the application’s execution.

Two simple methods can eliminate this side channel. If the Apparition implementation does not employ run-time optimizations (such as lazy code translation), it must simply ensure that it translates all the V-ISA code of an application to native code when the OS requests translation via the `sva_translate()` SVA-OS instruction; so long as it does not read V-ISA code on demand as the program executes e.g., for lazy compilation, then no side channel exists.

If the Apparition VM performs run-time optimizations such as lazy code translation, it must copy the entire V-ISA code into Apparition VM memory first and use that copy to perform these run-time optimizations. In this way, both the V-ISA code and N-ISA code are protected from side channels.

5.4 LLC Side Channels

Our LLC side-channel defenses must prevent an application from sharing ghost memory with a compromised OS and other applications and ensure that cache lines for physical memory mapped to ghost memory will not be read or evicted by the OS or other applications.

Preventing Page Sharing Virtual Ghost [26] already ensures that an application’s ghost memory cannot be accessed by the OS or other applications. As Sections 4.1 and 5.1 describe, the SFI instrumentation prevents the OS kernel from accessing ghost memory and from mapping ghost memory into regions that the OS kernel can access. Likewise, Virtual Ghost ensures that applications have their own private ghost memory that is not shared with other applications. This not only prevents data theft by applications and compromised OS kernels, but, as we discuss next, allows our Apparition design to utilize Intel CAT [4] to defend against LLC side-channel attacks.

Cache Partitioning Our defense against LLC side-channel attacks combines Virtual Ghost’s existing memory protection mechanisms [26] with static cache partitioning implemented using Intel’s CAT processor feature [4]. Intel CAT enables way-partitioning of the LLC into several subsets of smaller associativities [4]. A processor can switch among multiple classes of service (COS, or resource control tag with associated resource capacity bitmap indicating the subset of LLC ways assigned to the COS) at runtime. Privileged code can switch the COS and configure the bitmaps of each COS by writing to model-specific registers. The number of COSs supported depends on the processor type. In addition, Intel imposes two constraints [50]: the bitmap must contain at least 2 ways, and the ways allocated must be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>void allocmem(int num, uintptr_t frames[])</code></td>
<td>Allocate <code>num</code> physical memory frames and store the addresses to them in the specified array.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void freemem(int num, uintptr_t frames[])</code></td>
<td>Free <code>num</code> physical memory frames whose addresses are stored within the specified array.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
contiguous. Once CAT is configured, the processor can only load cache lines into its subset of the cache; code running in one COS cannot evict cache lines in another COS. However, software in one COS can read data from all cache lines in the LLC, allowing software running in different COSs to read the same cache lines if they are sharing physical memory e.g., read-only mapped shared library code.

Our design requires one partition for kernel code and non-ghosting applications not using ghost memory, one for Apparition VM code, and one for each ghosting application. The processor in our experiments (Section 8) has four partitions. If there are more ghosting applications executing than partitions available, then the Apparition VM will need to multiplex one or more partitions between ghosting applications and flush the cache on context switches. Partitioning ghosting applications from both the kernel and non-ghosting applications eliminates side channels between these two domains, preventing the kernel from inferring information by measuring cache access time. Partitioning also eliminates costly cache flushes when control flow moves between ghosting application, Apparition VM, and OS kernel/untrusted application code. Additionally, partitioning the Apparition VM from the kernel and from ghosting applications ensures that any secrets held within Apparition VM memory (such as page tables) do not leak to either applications or the OS kernel.

Unfortunately, Intel CAT allows data reads from cache lines outside of the current COS [4]. However, since Apparition ensures that there is no sharing of ghost memory or native code between a ghosting application and the OS kernel (or other applications), and since the MPX SFI protections prevent the OS kernel from accessing ghost memory and Apparition VM memory, such cross-COS reads will never occur. Hence, the memory protections in Virtual Ghost coupled with Intel CAT can defend against LLC side-channel attacks.

Cache Partitioning Configuration The Apparition VM configures the cache partitions on boot and uses several mechanisms which, together, ensure that the OS kernel cannot reconfigure or disable the cache partitioning. First, the SVA virtual instruction set has no instructions for changing the cache partitions. Second, Virtual Ghost’s MMU protections prevent the OS kernel from loading new native code into memory that was not translated and instrumented by the Virtual Ghost VM [26]. Third, Virtual Ghost enforces CFI on kernel code, ensuring that the OS kernel can only execute its own code and cannot jump into the middle of variable-length x86 instructions within the kernel [26] that might reconfigure cache partitioning.

On an interrupt, trap, or system call, the processor transfers control to the Apparition VM which switches the cache partition in use to the Apparition VM’s partition. After saving the interrupted processor state in Apparition VM memory, the Apparition VM switches to the kernel’s cache partition before calling the kernel’s interrupt, trap or system call handler. Likewise, SVA-OS instructions switch to the Apparition VM’s partition on entry and back to the kernel’s partition on exit.

Our design also protects distrusting applications from each other by giving each application needing protection from LLC side channels its own cache partition. Initially, the Apparition VM assigns one cache partition to the first application using ghost memory. This cache partition will be divided into more cache partitions when more applications needing protection are scheduled. Apparition can either divide the cache space evenly between applications or employ quality-of-service policies based on the applications’ LLC working sets. The only restriction is that each application’s partition must have at least two ways. On current Intel processors, the Apparition VM must flush the entire cache when dividing a cache partition. Similarly, the Apparition VM will need to flush the cache on context switches if the number of distrust- ing ghosting applications exceeds the number of COSs provided by the processor.

If a process wants to create a cooperating thread with which to share its ghost memory or a child process which it trusts to use the same cache partition, the process can provide an option to the fork() system call indicating that the new process or thread should use the same cache partition as the parent process. Virtual Ghost (and hence Apparition) dispatches all system calls and creates all new processes and threads [26]. It can therefore determine whether the new process or thread that it creates should use the same cache partition as its parent.

5.5 Instruction Tracing Side Channels

As Section 3.3 discusses, inferring the dynamic order in which a program executes its instructions can leak information about data if the program counter depends upon secret data [32]. Existing attacks exploit such implicit flows within programs by tracing code memory page faults [73] or via timer-based interrupts [38].

Virtual Ghost [26] saves interrupted program state within the Virtual Ghost VM memory, forcing the OS kernel to use SVA-OS instructions to read or modify interrupted program state. The SVA-OS instruction set does not provide an instruction for retrieving the program counter stored within interrupted program state [25, 26]. As a result, while a compromised OS can interrupt an application as frequently as it wants, it cannot infer the program counter from interrupted program state. Combined with the virtual instruction set code and native code
memory mitigations described in Section 5.3, Apparition mitigates attacks that infer a ghosting application’s program counter.

### 6 Impact on Speculation Side Channels

Recently, there has been much press about two classes of attacks, Meltdown [49] and Spectre [46], in which user-space code leverages speculative execution side channels in the processor to steal data and then exfiltrates the stolen data via existing side channels. While speculation side channels are outside the scope of our attack model in Section 2, our defenses mitigate some variants of these attacks that use cache side channels.

Spectre [46] is an attack in which one user-space process attempts to infer information about another user-space process. It utilizes the existence of shared branch prediction tables and branch target buffers to force the victim to speculatively execute code that loads sensitive data into the cache. Since our defenses partition the LLC and prevent the sharing of ghost memory, values in ghost memory will not become visible to attackers in the LLC. However, in order to mitigate speculation side-channel attacks, Apparition will need to prevent the sharing of all physical memory between untrusted processes, including native code pages and traditional user-space memory. Failure to do so would allow a Spectre attack to communicate information across the Intel CAT partitions through shared physical memory.

With several enhancements, Apparition could mitigate other forms of these attacks. To mitigate Meltdown [49] and Spectre [46] attacks that speculatively access out-of-bounds memory, Apparition could use speculation-resistant SFI instrumentation on both application and kernel code [34] to protect large memory regions; in particular, we show in [34] that SFI instrumentation using instruction sequences to stall speculative execution using a data dependence so that the SFI instructions must complete before the protected memory read instruction begins execution. To provide finer granularity protection, e.g., at the granularity of individual memory objects, Apparition could place `fence` instructions before memory read instructions that have a control dependence on a branch to ensure that all instructions performing array bounds checks have committed before the load commences execution [6].

To mitigate Meltdown attacks [49], Apparition could transparently use a different set of page tables and PCIDs for user-space code, OS kernel code, and Apparition VM code [34], building off the suggestions from Intel [6].

Since Apparition uses a virtual instruction set to abstract away hardware details and controls native code generation, it can employ any or all of these mitigations without changing application or OS kernel source code.

### 7 Implementation

We implemented Apparition by modifying the Virtual Ghost prototype for 64-bit x86 systems [26]. Apparition uses the FreeBSD 9.0 kernel ported to the SVA-OS virtual instruction set and is compiled with the LLVM 3.1 compiler. The Apparition prototype only supports single-processor execution, so our evaluation focuses on single-core overheads.

We used `sloccount` [72] to measure the source lines of code (which excludes whitespace and comments) of the SVA-OS instructions, the SFI compiler pass, and the CFI compiler pass comprising Apparition; Table 2 shows the results. Apparition’s TCB contains 6,841 source lines of code which includes all of Virtual Ghost’s old functionality [26], Apparition’s functionality, and configuration options to enable and disable the new Apparition features. The original Virtual Ghost prototype contained 5,344 source lines of code [26] in comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Source Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVA-OS</td>
<td>5,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI Pass</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI Pass</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6,841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Apparition Physical Source Lines of Code

The virtual instruction set remains unchanged; Apparition can employ these solutions by enhancing its compiler transformations and native code generation.
reserve becomes empty. Additionally, the FreeBSD 9.0 malloc() implementation always requests ghost memory in constant-sized chunks from the Apparition VM, further obscuring the application’s actual memory allocation information from the OS kernel. As neither the Virtual Ghost prototype [26] nor our new prototype implement virtual-to-native code translation, we did not implement the mitigations in Section 5.3. Additionally, neither prototype supports swapping out of ghost memory to persistent storage.

Our prototype also implements the LLC side-channel mitigation features in Section 5.4. As our test machines support 4 cache partitions, we reserved one for the Apparition VM (dubbed VM COS), one for the OS kernel and non-ghosting applications (dubbed kernel COS), and one for a ghosting application (dubbed ghosting COS). We modified all of the SVA-OS instructions to switch between the kernel COS and the VM COS upon entry and exit. Our prototype switches between the ghosting COS and the kernel COS on context switches between ghosting and non-ghosting applications. It also multiplexes the ghosting COS by flushing the cache on context switches between two ghosting applications.

8 Evaluation

We first evaluate the performance optimizations described in Section 4. We then evaluate the performance overheads of our page table and LLC side-channel defenses.

8.1 Methodology

For our experiments, we used a Dell Precision T3620 workstation with an Intel® Core™ i7-6700 hyper-threading quad-core processor at 3.40 GHz with an 8 MB 16-way LLC, 16 GB of RAM, and an Intel E1000 network card. The machine has both a 256 GB Solid State Drive (SSD) and a 7,200 RPM 500 GB hard disk. We stored all the files for our experiments on the SSD. For the network experiments, we used a dedicated Gigabit Ethernet network and a Dell T1700 Precision workstation as the remote system. The T1700 runs FreeBSD 9.3 and has an Intel® Core™ i7-4770 hyper-threading quad-core processor at 3.40 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. We perform our experiments with the OS running in single-user mode to reduce noise from other processes on the system. We use a high-resolution timer (reading rdtsc directly) to measure time, and we report the average (arithmetic mean of) execution time of multiple runs.

Our evaluation needed benchmarks and applications that rely heavily on OS kernel services e.g., the file system and network stack. Our evaluation therefore used the following programs:

LMBench: We used the LMBench benchmark suite [55] to measure the latency of various system calls on Virtual Ghost with and without the new optimizations. For the benchmarks for which we can specify the number of repetitions to run, we used 1,000 repetitions. LMBench reports the median result of the number of repetitions specified. We configured lat_select to use local files. In lat_ctx, we measured context switch time between two processes; each process does nothing but passes a token to the other process via a pipe. For all the other workloads, we used the default configurations.

OpenSSH Client: We used the preinstalled OpenSSH [65] Secure Shell client and server to evaluate the Virtual Ghost optimizations. We ran the OpenSSH client on our FreeBSD 9.0 machine and the server on the FreeBSD 9.3 machine to measure bandwidth. We generated the contents of each file by collecting random numbers from the /dev/random device on our FreeBSD 9.0 machine and transferred the files to the FreeBSD 9.3 machine.

Ghosting OpenSSH Client: We evaluated our defenses on the ssh and ssh-keygen programs of the OpenSSH 6.2p1 application suite modified by Criswell et al. to use ghost memory to store heap objects [26]: ssh-keygen generates public and private key pairs for ssh to use for password-less authentication. Criswell et al. enhanced these two programs to share a hard-coded AES private application key that they use to encrypt private authentication keys. The ssh-keygen program encrypts all the private authentication key files it generates with this private application key. The ssh client decrypts these keys and puts them, as well as all other heap objects, into ghost memory. For these experiments, we ran the ghosting OpenSSH client on the Virtual Ghost and Apparition machine and the server on the machine running native FreeBSD 9.3. We collected the bandwidth reported in the ssh client’s debug output when transferring 1 KB to 512 MB files using the modified ssh client. We transferred the files by having the ssh client run the cat command on the files on the server.

Ghosting Bzip2: We compiled Bzip2 1.0.6, a data compression program [16], with a new C library that can, at run-time, be configured to allocate heap objects in either traditional user-space memory or in ghost memory. We measure the time for Bzip2 to compress the 32 MB file we used in the OpenSSH experiments.

Ghosting GnuPG: We compiled GnuPG 2.0.18, a cryptography program [45], with our C library that can, at run-time, be configured to allocate heap objects in either traditional user-space memory or in ghost memory. We evaluate encrypting, decrypting, signing, and verifying signatures of files ranging from 1 KB to 32 MB in size. Due to space, we only report overheads for signing files. Encryption, decryption, and verification have
similar overheads.

**Ghosting RandomAccess:** We created a microbenchmark named RandomAccess which modifies an 8 MB array of 64 B elements in the heap in random order 20,000 times. Specifically, it first generates a random order in which to access all the array elements, ensuring that every element in the array is accessed once. It then iterates over the array in the random order, replacing the contents of the current element with the index of the previously accessed element. The first iteration warms up the cache and is not used in measuring performance; RandomAccess records the execution time of the next 20,000 iterations and reports the average latency of an iteration. By seeding the pseudo-random number generator with the same seed, RandomAccess can exhibit deterministic results. We link RandomAccess with our C library so that we can configure it to allocate heap objects in traditional user-space memory or in ghost memory as needed.

**Ghosting Clang:** We compiled Clang 3.0, a C/C++ compiler [1], with our C library that can, at run-time, be configured to allocate heap objects in either traditional user-space memory or in ghost memory. We measured the time to compile a C source file named gcc-smaller.c from SPEC CPU 2017 [5] into assembly code by using Clang. We used the -O3 and -pipe command-line options.

Besides the native FreeBSD 9.0 kernel, we have conducted our experiments on the FreeBSD SVA kernels with the following configurations of Virtual Ghost/Apparition:

1. **VG:** Virtual Ghost without the new optimizations described in Section 4 and without our new defenses. This version of Virtual Ghost is a faster and more robust implementation of the original prototype [26].

2. **Opt-VG:** Virtual Ghost with the optimizations described in Section 4.

### 8.2 Virtual Ghost Optimizations

We evaluate the overheads of the optimized version of Virtual Ghost’s SFI enforcement and SVA-OS MMU instructions (described in Section 4) relative to the original Virtual Ghost and to native x86-64 FreeBSD. For the baseline kernel, we used a native x86-64 FreeBSD 9.0 kernel configured with the same options as the Virtual Ghost FreeBSD kernels and compiled with the same compiler and compilation options. We focus here on evaluating the overheads of Virtual Ghost on traditional non-ghosting applications, i.e., applications that do not use ghost memory but still need to run on the Virtual Ghost system. Our microbenchmarks and benchmark applications therefore do not use ghost memory when running on Virtual Ghost.

As shown below, our optimizations always improve performance for the benchmarks we tested.

**Microbenchmarks:** We used the LMBench benchmark suite [55] to measure the latency of various system calls on Virtual Ghost with and without the new optimizations. Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Native (µs)</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>VG Overhead</th>
<th>Opt-VG Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>null syscall</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.9×</td>
<td>2.6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open/close</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.3×</td>
<td>1.8×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmap</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.1×</td>
<td>3.4×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>page fault</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0×</td>
<td>1.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork + exit</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.1×</td>
<td>2.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork + exec</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.9×</td>
<td>1.9×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork + /bin/sh -c</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2×</td>
<td>1.5×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal handler install</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.3×</td>
<td>2.1×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal handler deliver</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9×</td>
<td>0.8×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.7×</td>
<td>2.3×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.9×</td>
<td>2.5×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.1×</td>
<td>1.8×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.9×</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fcntl lock</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.9×</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context switch</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2×</td>
<td>1.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipe</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7×</td>
<td>1.5×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: LMBench Latency Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Native (MB/s)</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>VG Overhead</th>
<th>Opt-VG Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pipe</td>
<td>14,865.2</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>1.3×</td>
<td>1.2×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: LMBench Bandwidth Results

3. **Opt-VG-PG:** The optimized Virtual Ghost enhanced with only our defenses to the page table side-channel attacks.

4. **Opt-VG-LLCPart:** The optimized Virtual Ghost enhanced with only our mitigations to the LLC side-channel attacks.

5. **Apparition:** The optimized Virtual Ghost enhanced with the defenses to both the page table and LLC side-channel attacks (in other words, the full Apparition system).
native FreeBSD 9.0 kernel and the overheads of Virtual Ghost, with and without the optimizations, normalized to the native FreeBSD 9.0 kernel. While the overheads in Table 3 may seem high, we note that the performance of real-world applications (shown subsequently) are much better as applications only spend a portion of their time executing kernel code.

As Tables 3 and 4 show, Virtual Ghost incurs 2.4× overhead on average while our optimizations reduce the overhead to 1.8× on average. In particular, elimination of serializing instructions improves system calls that perform many page table updates. For example, fork + exit overhead drops from 4.1× to 2.0×, and fork + exec drops from 3.9× to 1.9×. On FreeBSD, the mmap() system call premaps some amount of physical memory to the newly mapped region, so our optimizations also improve its overhead from 5.1× to 3.4×.

Signal handler function dispatch shows a slight performance improvement on Virtual Ghost compared to native FreeBSD. The FreeBSD kernel on Virtual Ghost cannot read the register state saved on interrupts, traps, and system calls [26] and therefore does not copy this information into the user-space stack for signal handlers to inspect like the FreeBSD kernel does. We believe this is why Virtual Ghost shows a slight performance benefit for signal handler dispatch.

Figure 4 reports the performance of the file creation/deletion workload of LMBench on native FreeBSD and Virtual Ghost with and without the new optimizations. Virtual Ghost slows down the file creation and deletion rates by 2.2× and 2.1×, respectively, on average across all file sizes, and the optimizations reduce both of the overheads to 1.7×. The standard deviation is 0% for all file sizes tested.

**Applications:** Table 5 lists the average CPU time spent for OpenSSH client file transfers on the native FreeBSD kernel over 20 rounds of execution. We measured the CPU time by recording the number of unhalted clock cycles used while executing the ssh client with the pncstat utility and then converted this number into milliseconds based on the CPU’s clock speed. We made the same measurements for the OpenSSH client on Virtual Ghost with and without optimizations; the VG and Opt-VG lines in Figure 6 show the results. For files from 1 KB to 8 MB, the original Virtual Ghost incurs overheads of 5% to 12% with a 1% average standard deviation. The optimizations reduce the overhead to 2% to 10%. For files larger than 8 MB, the overheads of Virtual Ghost with or without the optimizations are negligible. Additionally, the differences between the results of 128 KB, 256 KB and 512 KB are within the standard deviation.

Table 6 shows the overhead of Virtual Ghost with and without the new optimizations on Bzip2 compression and GnuPG when signing 2 MB files. For this experiment, ghost memory is disabled, so heap objects are allocated in traditional user-space memory, and physical memory is mapped on demand. We use a small file size here as...
Virtual Ghost has higher overhead on GnuPG when compressing 2 MB files than when compressing larger files. Virtual Ghost adds 5% overhead to Bzip2, which is reduced to 4% with the optimizations. It incurs a 6% overhead to the overall performance for GnuPG signing; the optimizations reduce the overhead to 3%. The standard deviations for both Bzip2 and GnuPG is 0%.

### 8.3 Page Table Side-Channel Defenses

We now evaluate the performance of our page table side-channel defenses in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

**Ghosting RandomAccess:** The second column of Table 7 reports the average latency of each iteration over 20 rounds of execution for the RandomAccess microbenchmark. The overheads on Virtual Ghost with our new optimizations without (Opt-VG) and with our page table side-channel defenses enabled (Opt-VG-PG) show that the page table side-channel defenses add no additional overhead to Opt-VG (when accounting for the standard deviation of 4%). This is because the only OS kernel operations incurred during the loop in RandomAccess are context switches, and our page table defenses add no overhead to context switching. We believe that Opt-VG and Opt-VG-PG add overhead to native FreeBSD because Opt-VG and Opt-VG-PG map ghost memory with 4 KB pages while native FreeBSD maps traditional user-space memory using super pages whenever possible [57].

**Ghosting Bzip2:** We enabled ghost memory for Bzip2 for all systems except the native FreeBSD kernel. The third column of Table 7 reports the average of 10 rounds of this experiment and shows that our page table defenses do not affect the overall performance of Bzip2 compression relative to Opt-VG. The standard deviation is 0%. Since Bzip2 accesses all the heap memory that it allocates when compressing the 32 MB file, our page table defenses do not incur any overhead by disabling demand paging of ghost memory.

---

Table 6: Bzip2 and GnuPG Results for 2 MB Files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Size (KB)</th>
<th>% Diff.</th>
<th>Native FreeBSD</th>
<th>Bzip2</th>
<th>GnuPG Signing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: RandomAccess, Bzip2 and Clang Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Size (KB)</th>
<th>% Diff.</th>
<th>Native FreeBSD</th>
<th>Bzip2</th>
<th>Clang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>45.06</td>
<td>45.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>74.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Ghosting OpenSSH Client File Transfer Bandwidth Normalized to Native FreeBSD

**Ghosting OpenSSH Client:** The Opt-VG-PG-Ghosting line in Figure 6 shows the overhead of our page table defenses on the unhalted CPU clock cycles (converted into time using the processor’s clock frequency) of the ssh client transferring files. Each data point is the average of 20 rounds of execution. For 1 KB to 4 MB files, page table defenses increase the overhead of Opt-VG (denoted by the Opt-VG-ghosting line in Figure 6) by 1% to 10% with a 2% standard deviation. For large files, page table defenses add no overhead to the CPU time.

Figure 7 shows the overheads of our page table defenses on the client file transfer bandwidth. Page table defenses add no overhead to the optimized Virtual Ghost across all file sizes (differences are within the range of standard deviation).

**Ghosting GnuPG:** We enabled ghost memory for GnuPG for all systems except the native FreeBSD kernel. Table 8 shows the performance of signing files with GnuPG. The page table defenses incur a constant overhead of around 14 ms across all file sizes.

Table 8: GnuPG Signing Results. Time in milliseconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Size (KB)</th>
<th>Native FreeBSD</th>
<th>Bzip2</th>
<th>Clang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Ghosting OpenSSH Client File Transfer Bandwidth Normalized to Native FreeBSD

**Ghosting OpenSSH Client:** The Opt-VG-PG-Ghosting line in Figure 6 shows the overhead of our page table defenses on the unhalted CPU clock cycles (converted into time using the processor’s clock frequency) of the ssh client transferring files. Each data point is the average of 20 rounds of execution. For 1 KB to 4 MB files, page table defenses increase the overhead of Opt-VG (denoted by the Opt-VG-ghosting line in Figure 6) by 1% to 10% with a 2% standard deviation. For large files, page table defenses add no overhead to the CPU time.

**Ghosting GnuPG:** We enabled ghost memory for GnuPG for all systems except the native FreeBSD kernel. Table 8 shows the performance of signing files with GnuPG. The page table defenses incur a constant overhead of around 14 ms across all file sizes.
occurs because our page allocation defenses disable demand paging of ghost memory. `malloc()` attempts to fulfill allocation requests by allocating memory chunks with 4 MB alignment from the OS. This alignment constraint may cause `malloc()` to map a larger virtual memory region for the heap and return a pointer to an aligned 4 MB block within it. Although GnuPG only uses the aligned portion of memory, the page table defenses still allocate and map physical memory for the remaining unaligned 8 MB portion, incurring the 14 ms overhead. The overhead becomes negligible as the file size increases, as Table 8 shows. The standard deviation is 3% on average.

**Ghosting Clang:** As the fourth column of Table 7 shows, the page table defenses do not add any overhead to Clang relative to Opt-VG. This indicates that Clang uses most of the heap memory it allocates. Therefore, allocating and mapping physical memory at allocation time as opposed to on demand incurs no overhead.

### 8.4 LLC Side-Channel Defenses

We have compared the performance of various cache partition sizes with the baseline where the ghosting application, the kernel and the Apparition VM can all use the entire LLC. Our results indicate that the Apparition VM needs only 2 LLC ways to avoid performance degradation. We also experimentally determined that assigning 12, 2, and 2 LLC ways to the ghosting application, the kernel, and the Apparition VM, respectively, best achieves performance similar to the baseline. This provides ghosting applications the maximum number of LLC ways possible. While we use static partitions, we could leverage dynamic cache partitioning techniques e.g., SecDCP [70], to improve performance.

**Ghosting RandomAccess:** We use the RandomAccess microbenchmark in Section 8.1 to evaluate the impact of LLC partitioning when an application’s working set is small enough to fit in the LLC but exceeds the capacity of the assigned partition. Since the 8 MB array is larger than the capacity of the 12-way partition of the 16-way 8 MB LLC, LLC partitioning increases the overhead of Opt-VG from $1.28 \times$ to $2.09 \times$ with a 3% standard deviation.

**Ghosting Bzip2:** We enabled ghost memory for Bzip2 for all systems except the native FreeBSD kernel. Table 7 shows the overhead of LLC partitioning on Bzip2 compressing a 32 MB file as Section 8.1 describes. LLC partitioning does not affect the performance of Bzip2, which indicates the capacity of the 12-way LLC partition is sufficient for the cache lines frequently accessed by Bzip2. The standard deviation is 0%.

**Ghosting OpenSSH Client:** We evaluate the overhead of LLC partitioning on OpenSSH client CPU time and bandwidth when transferring files of varying sizes; Figure 6 shows the file transfer CPU time normalized to the native FreeBSD 9.0 averaged over 20 rounds of execution. Opt-VG-LLCPart-ghosting (Opt-VG with LLC partitioning enabled) is $1.18 \times$ (on average with a worst case of 1.27×) across all file sizes (where Opt-VG is 1.09× on average) when normalized to FreeBSD. The overhead of LLC partitioning mainly comes from the LLC partition switches among the ghosting application, the kernel and the Apparition VM in the runtime, which slows down the performance by $1.16 \times$ on average across all file sizes. The standard deviation is 1% on average across all file sizes.

Figure 7 illustrates the performance impact of LLC partitioning on client file transfer bandwidth. The results are averaged over 20 rounds of execution. Opt-VG-LLCPart-ghosting reduces bandwidth to 0.91 that of native FreeBSD on average across all file sizes with a worst case of 0.85 (compared to 0.92 for Opt-VG). The standard deviation ranges from 0% to 1% across all file sizes.

**Ghosting GnuPG:** We enabled ghost memory for GnuPG for all systems except the native FreeBSD kernel. Table 8 shows the performance impact of LLC partitioning on GnuPG as Section 8.1 describes. For 1 KB to 4 MB files, LLC partitioning incurs a 3 ms to 4 ms overhead which is the overhead for maintaining i.e., switching among, different LLC partitions. For 8 MB to 32 MB files, although their sizes exceed the capacity of the 6 MB ghost memory LLC partition and the absolute additional execution time incurred by LLC partitioning is longer, the overhead to the overall performance is negligible. The execution time of Opt-VG-LLCPart for signing 8 MB to 32 MB files is $1.05 \times$ (Opt-VG is $1.02 \times$) that for native FreeBSD on average. The standard deviation is 1.2% on average across all file sizes.

**Ghosting Clang:** Tables 7 and 9 show that our LLC side-channel defenses incur a negligible 3% overhead when assigning 12, 2 and 2 LLC ways to the ghosting Clang, the kernel, and the Apparition VM, respectively. However, when we shrink the number of LLC ways assigned to the ghosting Clang to 6, 4, and 2 while the LLC partition sizes of the kernel and the Apparition VM remain the same, we observe that the execution time for Opt-VG-LLCPart is as much as $1.1 \times$, $1.3 \times$, and $1.6 \times$ that of native FreeBSD. This is because the working set of Clang exceeds the capacity of the cache partition.

We also evaluated the overhead of LLC partitioning when executing more ghosting applications than the processor has partitions. As Section 7 describes, our pro-
### 8.5 Evaluation of Combined Defenses

We now evaluate the combined overheads of our page table and LLC side-channel defenses using RandomAccess, Bzip2, the OpenSSH client, GnuPG, and Clang.

RandomAccess executes in 2.11 times the time taken by native FreeBSD when executing on Apparition, as Table 7 shows; the standard deviation is 2%. The overhead mainly comes from the mitigations to LLC side-channel attacks. Table 7 also shows that Apparition with all defenses enabled on Bzip2 only adds 5% overhead (compared to Opt-VG’s 4%) relative to native FreeBSD with 0% standard deviation.

Figure 6 shows the performance impact of all defenses on the OpenSSH client file transfer CPU time. The overhead of Apparition ranges from 16% to 33% relative to native FreeBSD, with a 1% standard deviation across all file sizes, which is a combination of the slow down incurred by page table and LLC side-channel defenses in addition to the overhead of Opt-VG. Figure 7 illustrates the performance impact of all defenses on the client file transfer rate. Apparition reduces the file transfer rate to 0.91 that of native FreeBSD on average across all file sizes with a worst case of 0.85 (compared to 0.92 for Opt-VG).

Table 8 shows that Apparition incurs a constant overhead of around 16 ms relative to Opt-VG on GnuPG across 1 KB to 4 MB files, 14 ms of which comes from the page table side-channel with the remaining from the LLC partitioning defenses. As Table 8 shows, the overhead of both defenses becomes negligible as the file size increases. The standard deviation is 3.0% on average across all file sizes.

Table 7 shows that the ghosting Clang compiler incurs 5% overhead relative to native FreeBSD with a standard deviation of 2% when running on Apparition.

### 9 Related Work

Recent work removes commodity OS kernels from the TCB. SP³ [75], Overshadow [20], InkTag [40], CHAOS [18], and AppShield [21] build on commercial hypervisors and protect entire applications by providing an encrypted view of application memory to the OS and detect corruption of memory frames by the OS using digital signatures. Virtual Ghost [26] uses compiler instrumentation to insert run-time checks and can also protect entire applications. Hardware such as Intel SGX [23, 42] and AMD SEV [31, 39] protect unprivileged applications and virtual machines from malicious privileged code such as the OS and hypervisors. Haven [12] uses Intel SGX [23, 42] to isolate entire unmodified legacy applications from the OS. All of these shielding systems are vulnerable to side-channel attacks.

Page table side-channel attacks can steal secret application data on Intel SGX and InkTag [63, 67, 73]. T-SGX [62] transforms SGX applications to thwart page fault side channels by executing computations within Intel TSX transactions. TSX aborts transactions upon exceptions and interrupts, ensuring no page fault sequence leaks to the OS. However, its overhead ranges from 4% to 118% with a geometric mean of 50%. Déjà Vu [19] builds a software reference clock protected by Intel TSX transactions within SGX enclaves. It detects privileged side-channel attacks that trigger frequent traps and interrupts and aborts the application if an attack is detected.

Cache side-channel attacks are a known problem [36–38, 43, 52, 58, 76, 79]. Several defenses partition the cache but generally assume an unprivileged attacker e.g., an unprivileged process [70, 71, 80] or a virtual machine attacking its neighbors [35, 44, 50, 61, 80]. These defenses cannot mitigate attacks by privileged code. Still, we can leverage techniques such as dynamic partitioning in SecDCP [70] to improve the performance of our cache partitioning scheme but, unlike SecDCP, ensure that the OS does not reconfigure or disable the partitioning.

Other mechanisms can mitigate cache side-channel attacks, but they also assume unprivileged attackers. SHARP [74] alters a shared cache’s replacement policy to prevent the attacker from learning the victim’s memory access patterns by cache evictions. It prioritizes evicting LLC cache lines that are not in any private L1 cache and the LLC cache lines of the current process. However, a compromised OS can still evict the cache lines of the victim as it can run on the victim’s behalf. The Random Fill Cache Architecture [51] breaks the correlation between demand memory access and L1 cache fills to defend against reuse-based side-channel attacks. Wang and Lee [71] proposed that memory-to-cache map-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of LLC Ways</th>
<th>Overhead (×)</th>
<th># of LLC Ways</th>
<th>Overhead (×)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Overhead of Opt-VG with Varying Sizes of LLC partition for Ghosting Clang. Normalized to Native FreeBSD.
pings in L1 cache be dynamically randomized. Both approaches focus on L1 cache and may incur high performance overhead on much larger LLCs. Additionally, all three approaches require hardware modifications. Fuzzy-Time [41] and TimeWarp [53] introduce noise to the system clock to disrupt attackers’ time measurements but hurt programs needing a high-precision clock.

Some approaches detect, rather than prevent, cache side-channel attacks. Chiappetta et al. [22] detect cache side channels by finding correlations between the LLC accesses of the attacker and the victim. HexPADS [59] detects cache side channels based on the frequent cache misses of the attacker. However, both approaches tend to suffer from high false positives and false negatives.

A final approach is to design hardware without side channels and formally verify that they are correct. SecVerilog [77] and Sapper [48] present new hardware description languages with information flow tracking that processor designers can use to design processors without timing-channel exploits. Sanctum [24] is an isolation framework similar to Intel SGX that mitigates side-channel attacks. Intel 64 and IA-32 Architectures Software Developer’s Manual, vol. 3. Intel, September 2016.
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10 Conclusions

Despite defenses such as InkTag [40], Virtual Ghost [26], and Haven [12], compromised OS kernels can steal application data via side-channel attacks. We present Apparition, an enhanced Virtual Ghost system that protects applications from page table and LLC side-channel attacks. Apparition improves the performance of the original Virtual Ghost by up to 2× by eliminating unnecessary serializing instructions and by utilizing Intel MPX. Apparition also enhances Virtual Ghost’s memory protection features with Intel’s CAT hardware to defeat LLC side-channel attacks. Apparition requires no changes to the processor or OS kernels running on SVA. We compared Apparition’s performance to Virtual Ghost enhanced with our optimizations; it adds 1% to 18% overhead (relative to native FreeBSD) to most of the real-world applications we tested but adds up to 86% additional overhead to GnuPG.
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